
MASTERS OF DESTINY 3

The 6th Wave 

EPOCHS OF POWER
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Questions

1) Do you believe in multiverses, because I am led to believe there are & in which case does the cosmic tree give rise 
to these or does each universe have its tree?

2) is God/Source the tree or the creator of the tree?

3) Do the waves correlate with the theory of root races?

4) Where does the consciousnesses of the Angels, Gods/Goddess’s, ascended masters, unicorns, elementals, dragons, 
crystals/skulls, other star beings, fit it in to the picture? If there is a hierarchy where do we fit in? Do you think they 
are higher vibrational versions of ourselves?

5) How does us as multidimensional beings living numerous parallel lives at the same time fit into this?

I believe we are fractalised/individualised from source sent of to explore ourselves & individuality, light & dark & free 
will & ultimately to reunite as one with source again.
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6) How do the 9 waves affect the other planets & stars, are they all affected at the same time as us & how 
are we affected by linear time at all when there is no time & are there more advanced, enlightened beings 
than us elsewhere?

7) who are the ET’s that interfered with us in the Lemurian/Atlantean period & what was the purpose of 
the creation of a slave race? (I’ve read about the quest Galactically for minerals & precious metals like 
gold).
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Receptivity 

Obedience 

Humility

Speedy &
Rapid Responses 

Total Acceptance 
Ability to fight  

Caution

Possess Nothing 

Have no ties 

Scorning death 

Indifference 
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The 12 Attributes

(1)

Masters of Destiny www.diamondlightworld.net

Being Silent 
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- Karmic clearing and reclaiming your power
- Where the 6th wave still rules and how we are changing the rules of the game!
- The origins of control, patriarchal societies, authoritarianism and formal 
religion
- The lens of the 6th wave in our own (modern) cultures
- Memories of Egypt
- Re-programming the operational patterns of the 6th wave
- Cosmic Communication
- The secrets of the California Redwoods (links to the cosmic tree and the

Diamond!)

Knowledge + experience begets understanding
“Holistic Intelligence”
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Matter
Plants & Animals

Primates
Human Beings

Culture

Higher Civilisations

Technology

Digital Revolution
Unification
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THE SIXTH WAVE

• Polarised.  Download of holograms for left brain development / 
limited right brain (divine connection)

• Introduced opposites : Light/dark, good/bad, male/female, inner 
world/outer world

• Separation and conflict
• Control
• Influenced relationship with outer world
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Knowledge + experience begets understanding
“Holistic Intelligence”

Sixth Wave
• Initiated between 5-6000 years ago, wavelength of 688 years (394 day/394 night)
• ‘Prewaves’ approx. 10 000, 25 000 and 52 000 yrs ago
• From 6th wave onwards, holographic delivery = mental paradigms
• Holographic delivery of mental patterns  
• Left brain development, masculine energy
• Systems of writing and recording (transition from verbal story-telling)
• Birth of the concept and importance of the individual, ‘I’ and ego self
• Rise of masculine power and suppression of the feminine 
• Source (Creator) as Deity, Birth of Religions and distortions of original practices
• Mechanical, linear, reasoning, hierarchical
• Creation of Civilisations with Rulers (mainly patriarchal). Sumer, Egypt, Greek….
• Similarities in form, pyramids all over the world
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Knowledge + experience begets understanding
“Holistic Intelligence”

Sixth Wave

• Development of sciences of geometry & mathematics – explosion of science in 1600’s
• New relationship to external reality and creations of ‘form’
• Bridging the formless and the world of form
• Mayan calendrical system
• Good vs Evil (Biblical Tree of knowledge vs Tree of Life)
• Social inequality, Monarchy, Slavery, Victim and Aggressor 
• Concepts of guilt, punishment, sin, evil 
• 6th wave ‘days’= rise of new civilisations, while nights = decline (eg Spanish inquisition)
• We are currently in a 6th wave night which began around 2008 (!)

How we experience our world depends on which wave we are in resonance with
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Karma is a  6th wave concept introduced via the Asian 
religions

It is nothing less than the enfoldment of beliefs and 
consequent behaviours that became 
encoded within the DNA & that continue to play out. 
This may be personal, ancestral, planetary

Now is our opportunity to dissolve that by the act of 
‘letting go’ of any and all limiting beliefs in order to 
restore harmony

What happens in our lives was always meant to 
happen……how we respond to that becomes our 
choice and our destiny, and our ability to respond in 
new, creative and novel ways is a function of the 9th

wave
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Knowledge + experience begets understanding
“Holistic Intelligence”

Examining your beliefs, challenges and illusions
Emanating from the 6th Wave
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Transition ‘zones’ between waves

• Turbulent 
• Chaotic
• Key is to harmonise with both – not to resist
• Consciousness of the waves supports the recognition 

of the transition zones
• Fuels creativity 

• Current scenario provides us with multiple 
transitions or chaotic nodes: 
6-7
7-8
8-9 
Huge creative opportunities
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Global Brain Correspondence

Almost all of the values we are currently programmed with
arise from the entrenched and enduring concept of western
‘civilisation’ 

- Heirarchies
- Class & social structures
- Economics
- Concepts of success
- Application of power 
- Religious beliefs

Entrenchment of the ‘Human script’
(which runs left-right (counter-clockwise)

Divine Script runs right – left (clockwise)
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Knowledge + experience begets understanding
“Holistic Intelligence”

Letting GO ! 

Every kingdom built eventually falls.

Every form dies. 

I come to destroy the walls of your fortresses, to 
desecrate your bodies. 

For when all is gone, you are liberated. -Kali Mata 

*NOTHING IS AT IT SEEMS* 

Kali Ma – Liberator of Souls
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Letting GO

The Sixth Wave is the origin of most of our beliefs and judgments around :

- Security 
- Self worth & value (having/being good enough for example)
- Separation and death
- Abandonement
- Ability to create
- Power & powerlessness
- Authority and control
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Letting GO

• Creates space for the advanced wave holograms to be downloaded 
(not ‘new’, but new to us)

• Requires us to become comfortable with death…..the death of ideas/beliefs/behaviours/
all of our masks and what we thought we knew

• Releasing attachments to absolutely everything in our lives-possessions, people, outcomes
in order to become our True Self, our Ascended Self, the waves of creation itself seeking to 
experience itself through us. We are simply conduits for this ultimate force

• About seeing the reflections in the mirrors of all of our relationships, understanding the 
judgments we make about ourselves, and the beliefs that support them

To Let Go is to surrender, soften, detach, connect with your True/Divine Self and
allow the heart field to expand
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The Redwoods

• All trees are Receivers, transmitters and disseminators of energy from sun, earth, water 
& mineral kingdoms

• Giant Redwoods : ancient consciousness. Individual and collective benevolent emanations
• ‘Conscious’ Record keepers of the plant kingdom. Equivalent of crystals
• The apex of the plant kingdom
• Held as sacred by Atlanteans & Lemurians 
• Redwood forests – ‘stargate’ portals
• Expansive field of awareness. Lemurians had ability to merge their consciousness with the 

redwoods for sacred ceremonies. Redwoods therefore retain aspects of this benevolent 
Lemurian consciousness (Oak= Atlantean, Yew = Druids)

• Redwoods emit a balanced modulation for rejuvenation and well-being. Therapeutic 
Theta field frequencies balance and ground the human biofield (aura)

• Specialised conduits of Divine Energy. Generates spiral, vortexial, coherent energy, similar to
pyramids

• Restructures water
• Provides for enhanced connectivity with Divine Realms, visionary experience, renewed vitality

and encourages forward growth
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1. Identification of Limiting Beliefs
2. Exercise in Letting GO
3. Shifting / Transforming the holograms
4. Reading from Right - Left

Practices for Week 3
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